Boeing’s Information Technology organization offers exciting careers in technology-related fields. From simplifying working environments, to strengthening enterprise security and controls, to improving user experiences, Boeing IT has plenty to offer. Boeing Information Technology is home to more than 8,000 employees and has an international presence that is known for its world-class execution of high-quality, low-cost services. Boeing IT operates on the leading edge of technology and offers a multitude of career opportunities.

Internship and entry-level positions cover a variety of opportunities, which include programming, system analysis, IT project management, and Boeing’s IT rotation program.

These positions will support Boeing systems, which enable core functions such as Engineering, Manufacturing, Supply Chain, Finance, and Human Resources.

They also include responsibilities to develop and enhance systems that support Boeing Commercial Airplanes and Defense, Space & Security. Positions are available in Arlington, Philadelphia, Seattle, Southern California, and St. Louis.

Intern Qualifications
Internships begin May or June 2014 and last approximately 12 weeks.
Qualifications:
- Pursuing a degree in an Engineering or Computer Science discipline
- Scheduled to graduate after August 2014
- GPA of 3.0 or better
Information Technology Internship: Req #13-1014428

Entry-Level Qualifications
Positions begin in June 2014
Qualifications:
- Pursuing a degree in an Engineering or Computer Science discipline
- Graduate between May 2012 and June 2014
- GPA of 3.0 or better
IT Career Foundation Program (ITCFP): Req #13-1013744

To learn more and apply online, please visit boeing.com/collegecareers.
Boeing is an equal opportunity employer supporting diversity in the workplace.